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Abstract 

College of Visual and Performing Arts 
Mission Statement: 

"The College of Visual and Performing Arts is committed to providing an 
engaging and challenging environment that promotes the highest 
standards of excellence in art, music, theatre and dance." 

As o growing department at Texas Tech University, the College of Visual 
and Performing Arts has gained recognition and prominence over the 
years. As a result, the college has outgrown its existing space. Although 
the city of Lubbock and Texas Tech hove several spaces that con 
accommodate performances and academics, no facility exists that 
oddresses their mission to the fullest. 

The purpose of this program is to explore ideas for o new 
Performing Arts Center for Texas Tech University. Through investigation 
and analysis the goal is to fulfill the needs and desires of the college, 
and to continue the path towards creating o campus of prominence 
and prestige. 



1 

A performance experienced today will undoubtedly be a 1 
different performance tomorrow. There will be some act, occurrence, or 1 
gesture that changes its character and spirit. This varying characteristic is 1 
the derivation of human intellect, and the unique identity of live 1 
performances. 1 

Live performances change the way we think. If successful, they 1 
capture the spirit of the mind by reminding us of what great character 
and pleasure can be found through dedication and commitment. This 
honor of dedication is o gool continually ochieved at Texas Tech 
Universit/. The opportunity for Texas Tech to strengthen its academic 
integrity has resulted in proposing o new College of Visual and 
Performing Arts to continue their path of success. 

The vision of Texas Tech has steadily been founded upon 
interaction and education. The new College of Visual and Performing 
Arts is striving to complete this endeavor, aspiring to achieve student and 
facult/ integration within the orts. By accomplishing this, the window of 
opportunit/ opens widely offering potential for a grotifying space for all 
departments to utilize. Structured primarily as on academic building, the 
main departments will include art, music, dance, and theatre arts. 
Serving as a place to teach, learn, and listen, this involves a facility of 
muiti functional spaces and suitably defined performance halls. By 
promoting a space of valuable expression, the hope is that creativity will 
be inspired like never before. 

The excitement of performances involves both the listener and 
the performer by engaging interaction through interest and response, 
Creating these spaces of expression will not only mold the lives of those 
utilizing the building, but will mold the campus into on even stronger. 
more prominent university. 

Spirit of the Problem 
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Architectural Theory 



Architectural Theory 



Architectural Theory 



Design Intent 
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Design Intent 

To reference the regional environment and the specific local 
context of the campus and use items from both to create a hybrid 
building that establishes insightful connections to each, 

"Tfiere is a power in tfie ordinary ttiings of everyday life; Edward Hopper's paintings seem 
to say. We only have to look at them long enougfi to see it." 

Beyond the Symbols" 
Peter Zumthor 



Design Goals 

Design Goals 

Determine and implement specific and meaningful elements of 
the regional context including grain elevator silos, crop circle 
geometries and the relation of icon to sky. 

Additional Design Objectives: 

Create a visual connection to the arfs from Marsha Sharp Freeway, 
Create a connection to the city and growing community. 
Continue the prominence of axis from the engineering key of the main 
campus core. 
Create a balance of scale between Jones Stadium and the new 
performing arts center. 



Precedence 

Contextuolisnn 

Identity in architecture is established by understanding a sense of place. 
The ability to experience architecture and reflect upon its meaning 
presents a complex involvement of cultural, physical, and sociological 
concepts. With on association of visual and spatial formulations, the 
idea of contextualism reveals a sense of understonding of what 
surrounds architecture. Buildings generated of lasting value encourage 
others to seek meaning towards social and cultural symbolism. Whether 
on initiative token to blend ideas or a conscientious reply to a local 
environment; contextualism becomes o response. 

Emerging from the transformations of the Modern Movement, contextual 
thinking became a significant aspect of architectural design. 
Contextualism is defined as a doctrine emphasizing the application of 
ideas or the practicalness of certain concepts and beliefs. Colin Rowe 
defines contextualism as the idea of including by recognition or 
replication the defining aspects of a local physical environment. 
Through this concept I hope to incorporate specific and meaningful 
elements of the regional context, and create a more meaningful 
relationship with the broader traditions of Texas Tech's campus heritage. 



Primary Generators : Regional inspirations 

The Rural Concrete Elevator 

"The rural concrete elevator, which stands thirty to forty feet taller than the 
rural wood elevator, is easily identified from a distance. The majority of 
concrete elevators have circular bins, though square-binned examples 
con be found. While many geometrical variations con be found in plan, 
oil attempt to solve the some problem; how to connect one cylinder to 
another without waste of space or structural instability." 

Lisa Mohor 

^ 
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Fig. 2,3 Groin Elevator Geometrical Variatbns 



Building Program 
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Design Issues 

Theatre & Dance Design Issues 
Client meeting notes 

NEEDS & DESIRES 
• Proscenium - Min. fly loft of 90' - 100' 
• A moveable orchestra pit (non hydraulic) - non hard 

surfaces.... 16ft desired 
• Black Box Theatre 
• Prop Shop - with a possible spray booth 
• Scene Shop - needs separate tool storage - should be the some 

size as the stage, (ventilation is critical) 
• Costume Shop - be aware of floor surfaces. Washer and Drier 

should be separated and vented. (Needs privacy for costume 
fitting). 

Things to Consider: 
• Coll board location 
• Loading and Unloading 
• The lob theatre - no need for a fly system 
• Proximity of stage to dressing/make-up rooms is crucial 

Current Frustrations: 
• Inadequate wing space 
• Inadequate grid height - 90' is desirable 
• Inadequate makeup / dress rooms 



Building Users 

Building User Issues 

Faculty and Administration 
• A space to entertoin donors and renown artists can perform 
• Address existing problems w/hiile advancing beyond existing 

conditions 
• A space to enhiance academic values of students and faculty 

Artists and Performers 
• Fiexibility of display and performers space 
• Adjustable lighting 
• Large enoughi space from traveling exhiibits 
• Large preparation and storage rooms 
• Moveable display cases, stands, and walls 
• Ability to hong items from ceiling and pipe grid 

Students 
Flexibility of performance space 
Accessibility and quality of performers support spaces 
Adequate space to work, ploy and relax 
Valuable resources for the enhancement of education and 
research 

Technicians 
Easily accessible loading and unloading space 
Proper lighting of workspace 
Efficient communication with stage management 
Adequate state-of-the-art audio visual and light equipment 



Building User Issues 

Custodian 
• Provide easy to clean surfaces 
• Provide storage rocks or built in shelving for supplies 
• Separate from public 

Adult Patrons 
• Proper acoustics and sightlines 
• Comfortable seating 
• Inviting and welcoming lobby space 
• Adaptable/flexible interesting spaces 
• Eose of circulation paths 
• The ability to see and be seen 

Children 6-12 
• Obstructed visibility due to height 
• Short attention span 
• Children's view of space is highly affected by scale so create and 

intimate space through the control of varying human scales 
• Hiding places in lobby should be minimized to ensure visibility of 

children of all times. 

Building Users 

^^^J 15. 



Client Identification 

Texgs Tech University 

Texas Tech University is founded on academic value and campus 
prestige. As a client, their vision is to preserve the past and build towards 
the future. Focused on growth, image, campus unification, and 
pedestrian friendliness, Texas Tech strives at being the leader of the Big 
12. Pressing forward towards this goal, Texas Tech is proposing a new 
performing arts center that strengthens the value of the university, and 
the opportunity for interaction with Lubbocks growing communit/. 

Client Participants; President Dr. Jon Whitmore 
Chancellor David Smith 
The Board of Regents 
Department of Facilities Planning and Construction 

The College of Visuol gnd Performing Arts 

The College of Visual and Performing Arts consists of theatre and dance, 
music, and visual arts. Their vision is to strengthen the elements of arts 
education, research, performance, technology, and creativity. With a 
new multipurpose theatre, lab theatre, recital hall, and gallery, it is 
hopeful that all departments will grow stronger, with an enhanced ability 
to collaborate and interact. 

Client Participants; Dr. William Ballenger 
Dr. Fred Christoffel 
Tina Fuentes 

Director of Music 
Theatre Department Chair 
Director of Art 



Space Allocation Sunnnnary 

Building Progrann 
Room Description TTU College of VPA 

Lubbock. Texas 
FPac Test 1 Globe Nev« PAC 

Lubbocl*. Texas | Ajnarido, Texas 

A. C O M B I N E D P U B L I C S P A C E S (lypicatty serves aUPubilc performance and Exhibition spaces) 

Public Spaces 
1 ^Public lobby typically 8sf / person) 

[ JDonors Lounge 

\ iDonor s Lounge storage 

1BUU Persons 
3.000 

i iOonors Lounge catering space / Warming Kitchen 

; 'Gift Shop 

1 jConcessions 

• 'concessions storage 

Public restrooms (mate - 40sf/ unit) 

Public restrooms (female - 50 sf,' unit)) 

; ;Unfsex / Family restroom 

; 'Storage (programs, rentals, coats) 

1 jfront-of-house furniture storage 

I Janitor Closet 

•House management / First-aid 

Box office - sales (typically 60 sf per window) 

Box office - managers office 

Box office - workroom 

SUB-TOTAL - (Net square feet) 

B. VISUAL ARTS 
Exhibition Spaces 

i 'Galler/ 

iExhibition Preparation 

; 'Paint Storage and Sink 

' Icrate Storage 

'' iGaltery Office / Security 

iSUB-TOTAL - (Net square feet) 

6,800 

800 

1,900 

17,500 

15,000 

15,000 

30,000 

ZZOO Persons 
11.943 

950 

600 

3,960 

240 

192 

350 

18.235 

1200 Persons 
10.300 

600 

700 

900 

800 

1.900 

400 

150 

450 

50 

120 

450 

17,320 

Columbus State College 
Columbus. Georgia 

2600 Persons 

18,293 

1^00 

252 

438 

4.042 

3,099 

189 

2ffi: 

160 

28,317 

George Mason University 
Mansassds, Virginia 

1550 Persons 

3,400 

750 

100 

450 

400 

150 

560 

1.500 

100 

100 

120 

180 

120 

240 

13,170 

PROPOSED TTU 1 PROPOSED TTU 
BUILDING PROGRAM { BUILDING PROGRAM 

PAC Phase Academic Phase 

1800 Persons 

14,400 

,i.„ 750 
•*̂  75 

150 

750 

300 

1,200 

2,500 

100 

150 

200 

SO 

120 

240 

120 

200 

21,305 

0 0 

- - -

— 

0 0 

2,000 

600 

250 

500 

175 

3.525 

C. MULTI-PURPOSE THEATRE (fuUpr 
! Performance Spaces 

! 'Auditorium (typically lOsf per person) 

iStage (preferred 50 x 100 stage area) 

1 'Orchestra Shell Storage (one-car garage) 

iOrchestra pit (typically 16sf per musician) 

jscenium with 80' - 1C 

1200 Seats 

7,380 

0 stage Tower) 

1800 Seats 

15.012 

2.810 

1,824 

1200 Seats 

10,300 

6,050 

3,525 

2.350 

2000 seats 

16.707 

4.500 

376 

714 

1200 Seats 

10,450 

5,000 

960 

1200 Seats 

12.000 

5.000 

0 

1,200 

0 

2,000 

600 

0 

500 

0 

3.100 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 17. 



Space Allocation Sunnmary 

stage Traps 

Stage sound ft light locks 

Lighting control booth 

Sound control booth 

Sound Cockpit 

Viewing booth 

FoUowspot booth 

Dimmer room 

Sound rack room 

TOH catwalks 

Stage Support 
Scenery dock / storage 

Piano storage 

Ordiestra shell storage 

Counterweight rigging pit 

Stage managers office 

Stage Door Reception 

Visiting production office 

House Crew Room 

Backstage restroom (mate) 

Backstage restroom (female) 

Stage equipment storage 

Chair Wagon Storage 

Lighting Storage 

Sound Storage 

General Storage 

Stage gridiron 

Stage catwalks 

Freight elevator 

Janitor Closet 

P e r f o r m e r Support ] 

Performers lounge - Green Room (w/ Kftchenet 

Star dressing rooms (typically 240sf each) 

4-person dressing rooms (typically 300sf each) 

lO-person dressing rooms (typically 600sf each) 

Conductor Dressing , 

Restrooms • Male .•.{ 

Restrooms - Female 

SUB-TOTAL - (Net square feet) 



Space Allocation Summary 

D. RECITAL HALL 

P e r f o r m a n c e Spaces 

Auditorium (typically lOsf per person) 

Stage/ Orctiestra Area {typically 20sf,' musician 

Choral Balcony / Loft (typicsally lOsf/ 

Stage sound and light locl<s 

Lighting control booth 

Sound control booth 

Dimmer room 

Sound rad< room 

Stage Support 

Backstage restroom (male) 

person) 

Bad<5tage restroom (female) 

Stage equipment storage 

P e r f o r m e r Support 

Performers lounge 

Choral Dressing Rooms 

Conductors Dressing Room 

SUB-TOTAL - (Net square feet) 

E. BLACK BOX THEATRE 

P e r f o r m a n c e Spaces 

Auditorium (typically 9.5sf per person) 

Flexible Stage Area (often 30 x 30) 

Stage Traps 

Stage sound and light locks 

Tech/ Acting Balcony 

Lighting control booth 

Sound control booth 

Dimmer room 

Sound rack room 

FOH catwalks 

Stage Support 

Scenery dock (20 height) / strg. 

Stage managers office 

visiting production office 

Backstage restroom (male) i 

Badtstage restroom (female) ! 

Stage equipment storage ' Prop 

Stage gridiron 

' i P e r f o r m e r Support j 

[performers lounge 

! U-person dressing rooms (typically 300sf each) 

10-person changing room (typically 600sf each) 

SUB-TOTAL (Net square feet) 

3 0 0 Seats 

1.845 

1.845 

300 Seats 
15,000 

15.000 

• ——•— 

--

0 

4 0 0 Seats 

3.484 

2,000 

. _ : „ . . : • „ _ ; — ! 

5.48'! 

0 

. . „ . - . 

^ 

0 

4 5 0 Seats 

5,003 

1,000 

._-.;_:..__,:. 

100 

195 

6.298 

150 Seats 
1,500 

625 

300 

100 

406 

75 

75 

75 

217 

2.111 

228 

175 

356 

6,243 

^ r — r - -

— — - - - — • - — — -

0 

350 Seats 

2,850 

900 

400 

120 

120 

150 

100 

500 

120 

• 120 

50 

50 

200 

-

250 

960 

960 

7,850 

PAC Phose 

3 0 0 Seats 

'& 

i 

Academic Phase 1 

3,000 

2,400 

1,200 

100 

120 

120 

100 

75 

100 

100 

450 

500 

0 

0 

8.265 

3 0 0 Seats 

j 

1 

1 
A 

2.850 

900 

400 

0 

120 

120 

150 

100 

750 

120 

0 

50 

50 

400 

350 

900 

0 

7,260 

0 1 

0 



Space Allocation Summary 

F. ACADEMIC AND PERFOR/AANCE SUPPORT AREAS 

L .- - :.L-
{ . Rehearsal Spaces ' 
• Rehearsal room -- ONE (for the Coin Band from 

j ;Rehearsal room sound locks 

I Rehearsal room storage 

j Rehearsal room -- TWO 

'• Rehearsal room sound locks 

j Rehearsal room storage 

i Rehearsal room--THREE 

1 Rehearsal room sound bcks 

i Rehearsal room storage 

! Rehearsal room •• FOUR 

; Rehearsal room sound locks 

; Rehearsal room storage 

[Instrument Storage 

• 

Canteen / Vending 

L • — 

i Scene Shop 

i Scene Shop 

\ PaintShop 

i Tool Storage 

i Scenery Maintenance 

i 'Pyro Storage 

i Shop Storage 

i Prop Shop 

1 Costume Shop 

Costume Shop 

Wardrobe maintenance 

15,000 

100 

300 

3,500 

100 

300 

3,500 

100 

300 

2.000 

100 

300 

4.800 

600 

2,400 

7,956 

6,000 

400 

1,600 

250 

650 

2.400 

400 

--" 

100 

75 

100 

300 

2,170 

2.174 

2,188 

1,238 

501 

125 

2.475 

100 

150 

1,200 

75 

100 

1,200 

100 

75 

30 

3,500 

1.975 

200 

500 

600 

• ' 

1 

15.000 

200 

400 

3,500 

100 

300 

3,500 

100 

300 

2,000 

100 

300 

30 

4,000 

1.500 

350 

0 

50 

450 

750 

1,200 

450 



Space Allocation Summary 

i |Wardrobe Storage 

i ILaundry 
r ^ ' L ~ •"• • •""• • • „ •. r - — — — — 

i ;1 

: Dance Studios 

' ^Dance Studio -- ONE 

Dance Studio - TWO (seating for 200) 

Dance Studio -- Two (performance Space) 

Dressing Rooms 

Office and Storage 

AAusic P rac t i ce Rooms 

'Practice Studios (100 » 100SF) 

i jLarge Practice Room (2 i? 195sr) 

(' iPractice Room (8 i?) 90sf) 

Percussion Studio 

Recording Studio 

lnstr\jment Repair / Storage 

Instrument Storage Lockers / Student Lounge 

A c a d e m i c Classrooms 

Large Lecture Hall (seats for 500) 

Classrooms ( l5at600SF each) 

• . • . a -

Arts L ibrary / Med ia Center / C o m p u t 

; jLibrary and Support Spaces 

Media Center and Support Spaces 

jComputer Lab and Support Spaces 

SUB TOTAL - (Net square feet) 

3,609 

3,600 

10.000 

5,000 

9,000 

er Lab 
7,500 

72,100 

-------.--.--^ 

•'^~' •'•"' 3,260 

2,086 

3.500 

908 

280 

- — : • " - - • - . - — 

390 

720 

28,000 

-. ... --. .. , ... 
iaj 

— • - . - - . - - -

3 , 4 9 5 

3sa 

- - . • . — - . T - ^ 

„ — . . , 

900 

i^ipo 
. .•.•..••.2,175 

619 

1.570 

1,008 

• — 

3,550 

4,779 

24,619 

500 

----

- ._ . „ . -

-— 

120 

— 

12,900 

1 

0 

750 

240 

3.600 

2.000 

3.600 

0 

450 

5.000 

0 

3,000 

5,500 

58.720 



Space Allocation Summary 

G. Administration 
Building Admin is t ra t ion 

/\rts Center Administration ) 

Music Conservatory (Admin and Practice) 

Music School Administration 

Reception/ Waiting • 

General Office Staffing Cubicles 4 

Volunteer Staffing Cubicles j 

Finance Director Office 1 

Marketing/ P R Director Office 

Technical Director 

Theatre Managers Office j 

Assistant Director i 

Executive Director 

Conference Room 

Board Room 

Workroom / Technology 

Break Room 

Archive Storage 

General Storage 

Studios and Offices (75 (5 120SF each) 

Building Support Spaces 

Janitor Supply Closets 

Maintenance Office ' j 

Maintenance Storage 

Fire Panel. Telephone Switch 

Security Office j 

Garbage Disposal j 

Loading Dock 

SUB-TOTAL • (Net square feet) 

Total Building Net Square Feet 

Net-to-Gross Multiplier 1.6(PAC5-mech. walls, elec 

Total Building Gross Square Feet 

9,000 

BOO 

9,800 

155.225 

93,135 

248.360 

350 

280 

260 

260 

532 

220 

••""•• S j i o Z 

40O 

745 

300 

6.949 

80.172 

48.103 

128.275 

-—.-. 

~ "~~"^^ 

• _ . . . ^ : _ 

. :,;_, ,._̂  .. .....̂  

se 

-"———'-r- ^^ 

80 

800 

1,130 

49.095 

29.457 

78.552 

7.795 

1.009 

_ _ _ „ 3,740 

•—— -—-

9,339 

875 

600 

1.932 

25.290 

122,146 

73,288 

195.434 

250 

250 

240 

240 

120 

120 

120 

140 

220 

400 

0 

450 

250 

300 

240 

120 

400 

450 

150 

300 

4.760 

62 050 

37.230 

99,280 

1 

n.. 

2.500 

50 

120 

1,000 

300 

150 

225 

900 

5.245 

70.560 

42,336 

112.896 

9.000 

50 

500 

300 

9,850 

71.670 

43.002 

114,672 



Lobby 

Spatial Analysis: Lobby 

Goals - • A memorable space that serves as a destination 
point for community interaction upon entrance. 

The Facts - space for 1800 people (# of people if 3 
performance spaces are used at the same time) 

Concepts - Marking the beginning of arrival, the space should 
possesses a pleasurable character through visual 
interest and careful consideration of circulation 
paths. 

Needs - • Provide an image of everlasting impression and 
prestige. 

• 8sf / person - 14,400 sf 

The Results - • The public lobby performs as a transition space 
upon entering the building. Marking the beginning 
of anticipation, the space should leave a lasting 
impression and function with ease, ensuring 
adequate circulation. 



Donors Lounge 

S p a t i a l A n a l y s i s : Dor^ors Lounge 

Goals - A space that supports assemblies and serves as a 
meeting place before and after performances. 

The Facts - Private use, should be located close to the lobby 
but not open to lobby 

Concepts - • The space should be easily adaptable and 
provide for the possibility of different events. 
Should be located near or adjacent to the lobby. 

Needs - Should be a warm inviting space that promotes 
regard and respect for the users of the lounge. 
750 sf 

The Results - , The donor's lounge should be designed with value 
and appeal to show appreciation to those in 
support of the visual and performing arts. 



Concessions & Concessions Storage 

Goals - • A space that serves the patrons of the building, 
giving them a place to enjoy refreshments. 

The Facts - • Must be in the same room or directly connected 
to the lobby. 

Concepts - • The space should be accessible from the lobby. 
Adequate space is needed to enable users to 
congregate near or around the vicinity. 

Needs - • 1,050 total sf 

The Results - • Space that is easily used to prepare and hand out 
any drinks or catering. 

Spatial Analysis: concessions 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
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Combined Public Restrooms: Maie&Femaie 

S p a t i a l A n a l y s i s : Publlc Restrooms 

Goals - To provide adequate restrooms for the general 
public. 

The Facts - Must be large enough to accommodate 1,800 
people. 

Concepts - • Should be visible and efficient without conflicting 
with other spaces, 

• Should be easily accessible from main lobby. 

Needs -
• Although primarily functional, the space should be 

well integrated into the style of the building. 
• Male - 40sf / unit - 1,200 sf overall 
• Female - 50sf / unit - 2,500 sf overall 

The Results - * Public restrooms should be easily accessible and 
clearly located upon entering the lobby. 



Janitors Closet 

Spatial Analysis: janitorscioset 

Goals - • A workspace and storeroom for janitorial 
equipment. Should have adequate ventilation, 
due to hazardous materials, and cleaning 
lavatories to properly care for all needed spaces. 

The Facts - Must store cleaning supplies; provide ventilation, 
drainage, and water facet. 

Concepts - The space should be accessible near the lobby 
and main auditorium enabling easy access for 
clean-up. Proper shelving should encompass the 
space for adaptable storage of needed items. 

Needs - • An adaptable and functional space to house 
various sized items. 

• 50 sf 

The Results - . A controlled storage space that houses all 
cleaning supplies and janitorial equipment. 



Spatial Analysis: BOX office 

Box Oftice 

Goals - • 

The Facts - • 

Concepts - • 

Needs - • 

• 
• 
• 

The Results - . 

• 

An excitingly visible space to purchase tickets and 
receive information for events. The space must be 
efficient in order to circulate people effectively 
without overcrowding the lobby. 

Must be able to be used by all three theaters at 
one time, adequate ventilation, work top, chair 
space, computer hook ups. 

Sales space should have clear signage to reveal 
availabiiitv and price of ticket sales. It should be 
located in the lobby to increase visibility, but 
should not obstruct the circulation paths within the 
lobby. 

A lively and energetic space that excites the 
patrons before the event occurs. 
Sales: 240 (60 sf per window 
Managers Office: 120 sf 
Workroom: 200 sf 

A clear communication of ticket sales by creating 
an interesting image, continuing the anticipation 
before the event begins. 
A multi window box office within the lobby. 

A. 
Box Office - Monaqers Office 

Goals- '^^^m 
Small office space that facilitates box office 
organization 

Facts-
Mininnal use not necessary for publlc or dally 
use. Must be a lockabie room, provide file 
space and a desk w/ cliair. 

Concepts-
Needs to be a room tucked away for private 
use but be directly connected to tfie box 
office space. 

Needs- i g ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
120sf Ji i^^H 

Results- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ B 
Small office space v*/lth minimal use ^ ^ H 
connected to the box office, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B 

V^^H 
^l^^m 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^BE^^!f ' ^^^^ 

Box Office - Work Roonn ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 

Goals-
Room with storage units (filing cabinets, 
shelving) to be used as on organization 
space for the sole of tickets and poster 
design. 

Needs-
200 sf 

1 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 28 



Gallery 

Spatial Analysis: Gaiierv 

Goals - • Should be located close to or v\/ithin the lobby. 
• Should house both sculpture and hanging art, and 

should be well-lit with minimal direct natural light. 

The Facts - • Space should have controlled temperature, 
humidity, and light. Ceiling height around 15 to 20' 

• Best Shape - rectangular (best 40x50). 

Concepts - Needs to be secured space directly adjacent to 
lobby. Could be a good way to interest theater 
patrons in the art activities on the Tech campus. 

Needs - • 2,000 sf 

The Results - An inviting space for artist to display work. 



Exhibition Preparation 

S p a t i a l A n a l y s i s : Exhibition preparation 

Goals - Room used to store, organize, and prep for gallery 
exhibitions. Needs to be large enough to receive 
deliveries and store large art pieces. 

The Facts - located near gallery and unloading dock, 

Concepts - • Needs to have service delivery capabilities. 
• Must be highly accessible and functional. 

Needs - 600 sf 

The Results - , Room that provides storage, delivery and 
controlled mechanical systems. 



S p a t i a l A n a l y s i s : Multipurpose Auditonunn 

Multi-Purpose Auditorium Viewina Booth 

Goals -

The Facts -

• An inspirational place for performers and patrons. 
• A space that makes a lasting impression on the 

people using the space. 

• The space should be acoustically sound, with the 
ability to house orchestra, dance, and theater, 

• Needs to utilize the latest and most effective 
theatre technologies and planning principals. 

To create a booth with an excellent view of 
the entire auditorium 

Facts-
Located above stage level In the back of the 
auditorium 

Concepts-
Should be discretely located, 

Needs-

Results-
Excellent elevated view of the entire theatre 

Concepts - Make a space that is warm and inviting, 

Needs -

The Results -

1 Osf / per person - 12,000 total sf 

• An inspirational space that cradles both performers 
and patrons which has state of the arts acoustics 
and equipment. 

Goals-
An easily accessible room that provides 
shelving for tools and open space for large 
equipment to be moved In and out. 



Spatial Analysis: stage 

Stage Scenerv Dock Storaae 

Goals -

The Facts -

Concepts -

Needs -

• An adequate space that provides room for a large 
variety of performances. Needs to be well 
positioned in relationship to the auditorium seating. 

• Used for different types of performances, must 
hove the ability to be extended with a removable 
orchestra shell and movable orchestra pit. 

Stage must be multi-task oriented to oil for different 
performances. 

• 5,000 sf of functional space 
• 50 X 100 stage area 

Create on open area for scenery to be 
delivered and stored for upcoming 
performances. Must be a large space that Is 
almost the same size as the stage. 

Facts-
Must be enough space to allow for scene 
storage and organization. Needs to be 
almost the same size as the stage. 

Concepts-
Provide a space that is off the stage but 
directly adjacent to It. Needs to have a large 
delivery area and storage area. 

Results-
Large storage / delivery space. 

The Results - , Large multi use stage that is plain with state of the 
art support spaces. 

An easily accessible room that provides 
shelving for tools and open space for large 
equipment to be moved In and out. 

750 square feet of space 



Spatial Analysis: orchestra pit 

Orchestra Pit 

Goals - A mechanical pit that can be used for added 
seating for the auditorium, used as an extension for 
the stage, and can be lowered to be used as a 
typical orchestra pit. 

The Facts - • Must be able to lower to at least 16' deep, 
• Should be tucked under the stage a bit to facilitate 

acoustics needed for the sound coming form the 
orchestra. 

Concepts - Should be easily moveable. 

Needs - 16sf / per musician - 1,200 sf 

The Results - , /\ nnechanical pit to be used for extra seating, 
extended stage space or typical orchestra pit. 



Spatial Analysis: control Booth 

Lighting & Sound Control Booth Combined Liahtina & Sound Storaae 

Goals -

The Facts -

A room that provides adequate space for lighting 
and sound control that may be used for a variety 
of theater performances. 

• Must be easily accessible to provide the 
appropriate sound and light schemes for all types 
of performances. 

Easily accessible room that provides shelving 
for tools and space for large equipment to 
be moved in and out. 

Needs to have open floor space and shelves. 

Concepts-
Should be located near the stage, 

Needs-

Concepts - • Locate booth inside the auditorium space with 
easy access for sound and light technicians. 

Results-
Large flexible storage room. 

Needs - 300 sf Sound Rack & Dimnner Room 

The Results - . A n easily accessible booth located in the bock of 
the auditorium. 

Control sound or light within the theater 

Needs to be out of sight and near the stage. 

150sf ea. 



S p a t i a l A n a l y s i s : performers Lounge 

Performers Lounge - Green Room Staae Monooer's Office 

Goals -

The Facts -

Concepts -

• A comfortable lounge space for the cast and crew 
of any performance that allows for catering and 
comfortable seating. 

Needs to include a small kitchenette and storage 
for extra seating. 

• Space should be located close to stage. Should 
be directly adjacent to dressing rooms. 

Provide an office space for organization and 
storage of any paper work and assignments 
for the performers and supporting people for 
the stage and auditorium space. 

Private space that provides storage units, 
shelving, and a desk and chair. 

Concepts-
Space off the stage with enough space for 3 
people and storage equipment. 

Needs - 450 sf 

Results-
Office off the stage that provides storage and 
desk space. 

The Results - • A lounge space for performers located near the 
dressing rooms. 

Piano Storaae 

To provide an adequate storage space for a 
grand piano. 

Must be located directly adjacent to stage. 



Dressing Rooms 

S p a t i a l A n a l y s i s : Dressing Rooms 

Goals - • A comfortable space for performance preparation 
that is easily accessed from the stage. 

The Facts - • Need costume storage space, large mirror with 
lights, countertops, a sink, and seating. 

Concepts - • Locate dressing rooms next to the performers 
lounge but more importantly directly accessible to 
the stage. 

Needs - Star Dressing: 240sf / each - 480 sf 
4 Person Dressing: 300sf / each - 1,200 sf 
10 Person Dressing: 600sf / each - 1,200 sf 

The Results - • Dressing rooms with easily accessible space 
located near stage. 



S p a t i a l A n a l y s i s : Recltal HOH Auditorium 

Recital Hall: Auditorium Recital Hall Control Booth 

Goals -

The Facts -

• To provide an inspirational place for performers 
and patrons. The space should create a lasting 
impression on the users. 

• The space should be acoustically sound, with the 
ability to house a range of harmonic compositions. 

A room that provides adequate space for 
lighting and sound control that may be used 
for a variety of musical performances. 

Must be easily accessible to provide the 
appropriate sound and light schemes for all 
types of performances. 

Concepts-
Locate booth Inside the auditorium space 
with easy access for sound and light 
technicians. 

Concepts - • Make a space that is warm and inviting. 

Needs - 1 Osf / per person - 3,000 total sf 
Results-

An easily accessible booth located in the 
back of the auditorium. 

The Results - . A n inspirational space that cradles both performers 
and patrons which has state of the arts acoustics 
and equipment. Sound Rock & Dimmer Room 

Control sound or light within the recital hall 
space. 

Needs to be out of sight and near the control 
booth. 

175 totol sf 



S p a t i a l A n a l y s i s : stage / orchestra Area 

Recital Hall: Stage / Orchestra Area Choral Balcon\ 

Goals -

The Facts -

An adequate space that provides room for a large 
variety of musical performances. Needs to be well 
positioned in relationship to the auditorium seating. 

• Used for different types of performances, with the 
ability to accommodate a full orchestra, 

An adequate balcony that provides seating 
and standing space for a choral 
performance. 

Needs to accommodate a full choir of 120 
people. 

Concepts-
Should be a raised area above stage 

Concepts -

Needs -

The Results -

• A large open stage 

• 2,400 sf of functional space 
• 20 sf per musician 

• A large multi use stage that is accommodating for 
solo performances as well as full orchestras. 

Needs-

Results-

1200sf 

A large accessible loft space to be used by 
choral performers. 

Staae Sound & Liaht Locks | 

Goals-

Facts-

Needs-

To provide a sound and light proof transitional 
space between the lobby and the auditorium 
space. 

Must be located upon entering the 
auditorium, 

lOOsf 
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S p a t i a l A n a l y s i s : Lab Theatre Auditorium 

Lab Theatre: Auditorium Flexible Staae Area 

Goals -

The Facts -

To provide an inspirational place for performers 
and patrons. The space should be easily 
adaptable while promoting theatrical learning and 
teaching. 

• The space should be acoustically sound, with the 
ability to house a range of theatrical 
performances. 

To provides space for a variety of theatrical 
performances. Must be flexible, 

Used for different types of performances, with 
the ability to accommodate a varying 
performances. 

Concepts-
stage area should be slightly raised and 
movable to accommodate seating. 

Needs-
900 total sf 

Concepts - • flexible adjustable stage and seating 

Needs - • 9.5sf / per person - 2,850 total sf 

Results-
A large multi-use stage that Is functional, 
flexible, and accommodating for the 
performers and the viewers. 

The Results - . A n inspirational space that embraces both 
performers and patrons with adoptability flexibility 
in mind. 

Goals-
Create an open area for stage props to be 
delivered and stored. Must be a large space 
that Is accommodating for objects varying In 

Results-
Large storage / delivery space. 



Arts Center Administration 

S p a t i a l A n a l y s i s : Arts center Admm. 

Goals - To house all administration needs relating to the 
Performance center. 

The Facts - • Needs to be accessible at all times by 
administrators, even when other areas are not 
occupied. 

Concepts - • Needs to have sufficient space to accommodate 
meetings and office needs. 

Needs - 2500 total sf 

The Results - . A business administration area for all performing 
arts center needs. 



Loading Dock 

• ^ 

S p a t i a l A n a l y s i s : Loading Dock 

Goals - • To provide a multi use dock space that is used by 
the multi purpose theater, black box theater, 
recital hall, lobby space, and administration area. 

The Facts - • Must be a functional, multi-use space. 

Concepts - • Needs to have a large delivery area with storage 
near by. 

Needs - • 900 sf 
• Needs to accommodate 18 wheel trucks 
• 2 bays 

The Results - An efficient dock for deliveries and storage. 



Grand Total Space Summary 

Total Space Summary 

A . SUB-TOTAL - (Net square feet) 

B. SUB TOTAL - (Net square feet) 

C . SUB-TOTAL - (Net square feet) 

D. SUB-TOTAL - (Net square feet) J 

' E. SUB-TOTAL - (Net square feet) \_ 

F. SUB-TOTAL - (Net square feet) i 

G . SUB-TOTAL - (Net square feet) 

1 SUB-TOTAL - (Net square feet) j 
( 

Total Building Net Square Feet j 

Net-to-Gross Multiplier 1.6(PAC's-mech, walls, elec 

Total Building Gross Square Feet 

nu 
Initial Request 

17,500 

30,000 

8,980 

1,845 

15,000 

72,100 

9,800 

9,800 

155,225 

93,135 

248,360 

PAC Phase 
Academic 

Phase 
21.305 

3,525 

24,960 

8,265 

7,260 

0 

5,245 

5.245 

70,560 

42,336 

112.896 

0 

3,100 

0 

0 

0 

58,720 

9,850 

9,850 

71.670 

43,002 

114.672 



C a s e S t u d i e s : Spatlal Relationships 

Relationship Analysis 

Courtyard Theatre 
Piano, Texas Fig. 3.4. View of Courtyard Exterior 

All buildings require thoughtful spatial relationships to function. In 
the cose of performing arts centers, this concept is vitally important. The 
Piano Courtyard Theatre builds upon this notion, resulting in a space of 
anticipation, excitement, function, and pleasure. 

Upon entering the lobby of the Courtyard Theatre there is clear 
direction upon stage location and public space. The architecture 
directs the user towards the stage by using interesting wall panels which 
lead you closer towards the entrance of the auditorium. The lobby 
creates a lively experience before and after a performance. The 
transitions between setvice space, auditorium space, and public space 
is defined by the importance of entry location; meaning certain 
entrances are characterized by their formality and attractiveness. After 
evaluating the building as whole, it was clear that there were almost 
equal square footages designated for each space. This was important 
because it became a realization that services of the building are just as 
important as the auditorium, and that all must function independently in 
order for the building to perform. 
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Fig. 3.6 Diagrammatic Layout 
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Character Analysis 

University of North Texas Lucille Murchison Performing Arts Center 
Denton, Texas 

A building's character is often found through its individuality. 
Through spatial composition, physical traits, and functional elements, this 
becomes exposed. 

Certain qualities found throughout the Murchison Performing Arts 
Center moke the experience memorable and inspiring. When entering 
the lobby the grandness of space unfolds. The use of concrete columns 
accentuates the volume of the lobby, putting the user in a space of 
grand scale. As anticipation rises within the lobby, it then shifts into the 
performance hall. Multipurpose acoustical clouds visually stimulate the 
user, continuing the feeling of anticipation and excitement before the 
performance begins. 

Fig. 3.9 Murchison Performing Arts Center: Exterior View 

C a s e S t u d i e s : Building character 

./ 
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Fig. 3.8 Murctiison Performing Arts Center: 

Lobby Interior 
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Fig, 3.10 Murcl-iison Performing Arts Center: 
Recital Hail Interior 
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C a s e Studies: Landscapes 

Agricultural Oasis 

Tokio Marine Oyama Trainging Center 
Tochigi Prefecture, Japan 

Peter Walker 

"Sited in the northern outskirts of Tokyo, the Tokio Marine Oyama Training 
Center is located on a generous plot of land in a historically agricultural 
area. The architectural design creates a literal oasis that recalls the 
agricultural past amid the residential and urban landscape of the current 
city." 

Leah Levy 
I / 

Fig, 3,12 Tokio Marine Oyama Training Center: Site Plan 
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Case Studies: Art 

Listening and Viewing Device 
Andrew Drunnmond 

Druid Hill, 
Botanic Gardens 

"I call it what it is, a device, so I'm not mystifying it at all. Its a device for 
viewing and listening. You can grab hold of it, you can get inside it and 
look up it, you can move it round. I'm interested in all these relationships. 

"I really like looking at it when it is windy as anything, because it swings 
round in there, and it looks like it wants to jump out. It's gyroscopic. It has 
a topsy turvy feeling." 

Andrew Drummond 

This art piece would serve as an extension of the building, engaging 
approaching users with movement and harmony upon entry. 



{ 

Context 



SOARING AT LUBBOCK 

We bank and come three-sixty back 
and never know we've turned. 
These flat plains sprawl to wide horizons, 
a million acres for grain and cotton, 
a crazy quilt plowed handsome, 
no mountains, not even a stream. 

Four hundred years ago, Coronado 
led soldiers west toward rumors 
past that highway, grumbling, his priests 
praying to find the gold so they'd go home, 
For off, a herd waits grazing. 
That must be how soldiers looked. 

to buzzards circling over bones 
priests saw. The gold they hoped for 
was adobe, hunger enough to moke them 
beg for faith. We bank, now, 
falling in a turn toward sundown, 
our runway the same wide span of earth. 

Walt McDonald 

West Texas 
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Lubbocl<, Texas 

L ubbock 

Tucked away in isolation is a town filled with friendly people and 
West Texas culture. As a community, Lubbock prides itself on small town 
hospitality in a big city atmosphere. With a population of just over 
200,000, local residents stand proud knowing their "Hub Cit/' is the true 
home of the south plains. 

Fig. 4.2 Regbnal Context 



Texas Tech University 

Cannpus Character 

"In architecture, "Texas Tech." is carrying on the traditions of the 
early architectural history of this state. That tradition is recorded in the old 
Spanish missions. This st/le of Spain which was the back-ground of the 
missions In Texas, was one of the most impressive and inspiring of 
Europe. The architecture of Spain in the middle of the 16*" century, as 
one sees it in such examples as Leon, Alcala de Henares, Salamanca 
and Toledo, carry the simple splendor of the wall more for robust and at 
the same time for artful work than is characteristic of the other countries 
of western Europe in their periods of Renaissance.,. .The great table lands 
of west Texas upon which the buildings of the new college are being 
built have likeliness in color and character to the table lands of central 
Spain, and this group of college buildings, as it gradually develops into 
its different courts, can carry the early traditions, fittingly tying-in the bond 
of tradition, the old history, and the new, the post, the present and the 
hope for the future." 

William Ward Watkin 
Campus [designer, 1923 

Campus Vision 

Organized Axial Connections 
Spanish Renaissance Architecture 
Student-to faculty and student-to-student interaction 
Careful integration of "open" space 



Site Overview 

Proposed Site Location 

Located directly west of Jones AT&T Stadium, the proposed site 
for the new Texas Tech Performing Arts Center will create a connection to 
the universily and growing community. Creating a visual connection 
from Marsha Sharp Freeway, the anticipation of upcoming 
performances will be sensed each and every day. 

This site was chosen because of its impact on the city. Serving as 
on icon for Texas Tech, its influence on the region will hove a dramatic 
effect. Continuing a prominent north-south axial connection, the 
proposed site carries tradition and formality to the edge of campus. 

Fig. 4,6 Surrounding Buildings 



Cannpus Inspirations 

Fixed in an arid climate lies a place of beautiful potential. 
Described by many as a flat, desolate region, the Texas Tech campus 
goes beyond the box and strives to captivate the attractiveness of the 
plains. Interspersed with monumental structures, Texas Tech reveals a 
sense of prominence and distinction. This characteristic captivates the 
campus exposing both honor and integrity throughout. 

.-wiiain' ' •./' •mis! • • /«» ' . 



Cannpus Challenges 

Physical experiences, both good and bad, engage our emotions 
and connect us with the outside world. These experiences challenge our 
impressions and feelings, and in return, alter our thoughts. 

The major challenge for this project is creating vibrant expressions 
to the inner campus core and outer surrounding community. Without 
emotion the ambiance of performing arts will be lost. The goal is create 
an invigorating space that responds to the community and maintains 
prominence to the campus. 



Site Analysis: ciimate 

Lubbock Clinnate 

A semi-arid region and mild temperatures make inhabiting 
Lubbock Texas a pleasant experience. With predominantly warm days 
and cool nights, citizens are able to enjoy the outdoors with comfort. 
Additionally, the low levels of humidity and stunning sunsets make it an 
attractive place for recreational activity. Nonetheless being located in 
the South Plains, Lubbock does have its drawbacks. High winds and 
blowing dust from the surrounding agricultural countryside can make 
outdoor conditions unbearable, This typically occurs during the early 
spring, but can also take place sporadically throughout the year. 

Fig. 4,12 Sun Orientation 
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Fig, 4,13 Prevailing Winds 



Si te A n a l y s i s : Topography & vegetation 

Existing Landscape 

The site currently consists of a vast parking lot with little vegetation. 
The majority of green-space is located directly adjacent to Jones AT&T 
Stadium within a newly developed courtyard. Other more established 
vegetation can be found surrounding Lubbock's Municipal Auditorium. 
This area includes more trees, but locks a defined connection to the 
campus. 
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Fig, 4.14 Existing Green-Space 
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Fig, 4,15 Site Aerlai Phioto - Existing Site 



Site Analysis - circulation 

Vehicular & Pedestrian Circulation 

The use of motorized vehicles within the city of Lubbock is 
inescapable. Because the city has been structured around the cor, it 
consists of wide roads and long thoroughfares. Instead of avoiding this 
fact, the goal is to incorporate this element into the design. 

^ ^ Located directly adjacent to on upcoming freeway, the site 
experiences a high level of vehicular traffic. In the near future, the 
majority of vehicles will be entering this site from the service rood, north 
of the existing parking lot. 

Currently most of the pedestrian circulation is commuter students 
going to and from class. Only when sporting events take place, ore 
there pedestrians who utilize this space for leisurely activities. 
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Fig, 4,16 Vetiicuiar & Pedestrian Circulation 
Green - Pedestrian 
Red - Vetiicuiar 



Design Response 



Design Response: conceptual Design u 

Conceptual Design Response 

The initial design response for Texas Tech's new performing arts center 
originated through campus connections. My goal was to ensure that the 
building became an entity of its own. The scheme below shows the PAC 
centered between Jones AT&T Stadium and Lubbock's Municipal 
Coliseum. Choosing not to compete with either of the two, this scheme 
lacked a true sense of belonging. Further action was later taken to 
strengthen the orientation of the building, to establish a sense of scale 
and proportion. 

Fig. 5.1 Conceptual Design Response 



Design Response: conceptual Design 

Conceptual Design Response II 

Continuing a prominent north south axial connection, the proposed plan 
carries tradition and formality to the edge of campus. By placing the 
building directly adjacent to Jones Stadium, the new pedestrian 
courtyard encourages interaction between sports and the performing 
arts. 
South of phase one is a proposed amphitheatre. This space supports 

educational functions as well as public performances during athletic 
gatherings. The academic phase integrates into the scheme by 
creating a formal arrangement inside the new proposed ring road. This 
keeps the educational facilities closer to the academic core, 
maintaining the presence of campus character. 

Design Process & Emphasis 

Goals-
Continue the prominence of axis from the engineering key of the main 
campus core. 
Create a balance of scale between Jones Stadium and the new 
performing arts center. 
Create a visual connection to the arts from Marsha Sharp Freeway, 
Develop plazas which promote pedestrian friendliness. 
Create a connection to the city and growing community. 
Ensure that phase two is integrated into the academic core. 

Fig. 5.3 Conceptual Building Design 



DesigrU^esponse. Conceptual Design 

Conceptual Design Response 

strengths and Weaknesses 

As a goal to link campus heritage and involve a reference to regional 
characteristics, the major topic of conversation was how to complete 
this attempt to the fullest. Being sited at the edge of campus with a 
fagode facing directly to the community, my next challenge involved 
designing to engage both Texas Tech, and the surrounding local 
context. 

Fig. 5.6 Built Space 
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Fig. 5.7 Vehlcubr Access 



Design Response: Mid Term Prelim 

Mid Ternn Prelinninary Design Response 

After reflecting on the comments made from previous critiques, the next 
step involved taking those observations and incorporating them into the 
design. To relate the building to the surrounding context I chose the form 
commonly found in the design of grain elevators. Although this symbolic 
icon is prevalent in West Texas, making it flow poetically throughout the 
building soon became a challenge 

Review Comments and Feedback 

Good incorporation of silos. 
Perhaps the silos become circulation paths, or box seats 
instead of dead end corridors. 
Focus on the pure form of the silo, not the Illusion. 
Simplify the plan to make it flow more cohesively. 
Continue the circles and carry them up throughout the 
balcony, 

Fig. 5.10 Design Inspiration 

Fig. 5,11 Multi-Purpose Ttieater Interior Design 



Design Response: Mid term preiim 

Fig. 5,15 Preliminary Exterior Facade 



Design Response: Late stage Prelim 

Late Stage Prelinninary Design Response 

Throughout the design process my goal was to strengthen each major 
component of the building. To accomplish this task there were many 
significant shifts and modifications along the way. The most significant 
change in this prelim was the movement of the gallery and the black 
box theatre. By relocating these two spaces the lobby now had a more 
defined and dramatic presence. 
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Fig. 5,19 Preliminary Exterior FcKjade Fig, 5.20 Level 01 



Design Response: Late Stage Prelim 

Fig. 5.23 Preliminary Site Plan 



Final Design Response 

Throughout the design process there were many key issues that were 
addressed. Establishing an interesting building character, creating good 
sightlines, establishing intimate spaces, and maintaining functionalilv 
were just some of the issues focused on during the progression of the 
project. In the end, I feel the result truly has a defined sense of place. 
By relating the building to its local and regional context I feel the project 
becomes an icon for the campus, as well as for the community of 
Lubbock. 

There is always something to improve with any given assignment. 
Looking back, I have realized how challenging this site truly was. 
Surrounded by monumental structures, the primary drawback to my 
design was the balance of scale between Jones AT&T Stadium and 
Lubbock's Municipal Coliseum. My attempt at referencing groin 
elevators and silos seemed appropriate, yet their impact to reinforce a 
balance of scale still needed improvement. 

Reflection on Final Design 

Taking this studio has changed my outlook on design. I have learned 
that meaningful architecture stems from adequate research, 
inspirational ideas, and challenging design methods. If there is one 
main idea that I take away from this course, it is to create architecture 
that provokes evocative and expressive qualities. I have learned that 
architecture should not only be a place to dwell, it should be a place to 
enjoy and experience. 
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Public / Private Space Components 
Gallery 
Lab Theatre 
Multi Purpose 
Recital Hall 

Circulation 
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Profiling Vertical Circulation 

Seat Count Tabulation 

Multi Purpose Hall 
Comtxied total Seat Count 1174 
CcmbipeclHcnclcoppedSeots u 
OtcfeslTa Level Seat Count 844 
Bafcoov Seat Count 318 

Multi Purpose Hall 
Ccrnbreo Total 5eta! Count 430 
Combned Hafcflcapped Seats S 
0(Ctiedia level Seat Count 312 
Ctx>lr Baiconv S«ot Count 

Key Lengths & Dimensions 

Key Lengths & Dimensions 

Volume Calculations 
\/olume ot MuIH-Pufpose Theotre 
Potto per Pe«on 
Voitime <X Recttol HoH 
Rcjtio pei Person 

Multi Purpose Hall 
Dislanc.? to Stoge trcm Fartnesi Seat 
Theolte ^*JVJI^ at Front 
Ttieotie Widlti at BOCIQ Ireot ot txix seats) 

Recital Hall 
OTOTOII Length cmo Wiotr. 

Experimental Theatre 
OvetoU Lengtn WicBti ona Helgt* 

78-6-
71 0" 
9cr-0-

Egress Widths 

Egioss wicnn requifed at Mufli P\jipo&& 
Egiess widtti pfovlded ot Mutli Purpose 
Egtess wldtt"! reqiwed at Recttctt Hdi 
BgiBss wtcJih provided ai fJeciitQi Hon 
Egtew width requjied at E)tp<?ilment(S Theane 
Egress width provJdea at Eiperirnented Theali© 

Public Plumbing Tabulation 

ToiQl puDJrc taiQi fixture count tor Women 
Total p i ^ c lowitoty courtt tof woman 
Totol puWic i c ^ l lUhfii^ cotmi tor M«ft 
Total public unnol count for Men 
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North Elevation 

South Elevation 
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East Elevation 

West Elevation 
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LEVEL 2 
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LEVEL 1 

Section A-2 
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Glossary of Terms 

Thrust Stage - a stage that extends into the audience's portion of a 
theatre beyond the usual location of the prosceniunn and often has 
seats facing it on three sides. 

Fly Loft - the tall space above the stage to store and operate scene 
settings. 

Hybrid Theatre - a theatre which has the freedom to utilize multiple styles 
and skills within one facility and does not focus on one type of particular 
performance. 

Proscenium - the area of modern theatre that is located between the 
curtain and the orchestra. 

Multi-focus Theatre - more than one playing area, with actions going on 
simultaneously in several areas. 

Multimedia Theatre - a presentation using some combination of acting, 
film, dance, music, slides, video, and light shows. 

Podiums - individual hydraulic operated floor sections based on a 
pantograph design. 

Fire Curtain - intended in the case of an emergency to restrict the 
passage of heat, flame, and smoke from the stage area into the 
audience area while the audience is being evacuated. 

Green Room - a room where actors get ready and or relax before and 
during a performance. 
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